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Our rooftop planters are selfwatering modular planters uses for roof gardens on different types of roofs, 
the advantage of these kind of planters is to convert roof areas to green areas faster than the 
engineering green roof systems we have, also the cost of rooftop planters cheaper than engineering 
green roof systems. But comparing to ZinCo green roof systems, the disadvantage of this system 
including the limited desigin options as you cannot do unlimited landscape garden designs such az 
ZinCo systems, also the roof gardens with modular planters cannot be used as walkways or seating 
areas such as ZinCo green roof systems.
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Planters for Flat Roofs

Planters for Pitched Roofs
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Various Combinations
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Product Features
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1) Adopting imported Polypropylene Copolymer as the raw material, which ensures the high-
temperature resisting, acid-resisting, alkali-resisting and long lasting service.
2) Owning two sets of irrigation system at one planter; the bottom box storage the water, the cotton 
fibre can absorb and convey the water and the infiltrating irrigation or drip irrigation systems.
3) The features of modularisation and structuralisation make it easy assembled and quick disassembled 
and can create different designs.
4) The planter has the functions of water storage-drainage, infiltrating irrigation, rainwater collection 
and reuse,making the best use of every drop.
5) With a small pedestal under the bottom, the planter is in an aerial state, which contributes to 
ventilating, draining and blocking high-temperature.
6)  We have various models for flat and pitched roofs. Adjacent containers can be fixed through the 
connector, and same connectors preventing containers from sliding, it also can be combined in 
different ways to provide wide range of shapes. 
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